
Commercial Code of Japan and
Yugen Kaisha Law of Japan
Recent amendments (“Amendments”)
to the Commercial Code of Japan
(“JCC”) and the Yugen Kaisha Law
of Japan (“YKL”), effective as of
April 1, 2003, resulted in certain
changes to the requirements applica-
ble to certain companies which are
not incorporated in Japan (“Foreign
Companies”) and conduct business in
Japan. These Amendments apply to
all Foreign Companies whether their
Japan branch offices were registered
before or after April 1, 2003.

Prior to the Amendments, the JCC
and the YKL required a Foreign
Company to establish and register
(tohki) a branch office (eigyosho) having
an actual physical location within
Japan with the Legal Affairs Bureau
(homu kyoku) having jurisdiction over
such location in order for the Foreign
Company to conduct business in
Japan beyond the limited activities
permitted by a representative office
(chuzaiin jimusho). The requirements
to establish and register a branch
office are governed by Article 479 of
the JCC for corporations (kabushiki
kaisha) and Article 76 of the YKL for
limited liability private companies
(yugen kaisha).

Japan Branch Office Address
Requirement
In an effort to ease the registration
requirements to establish a branch
office which is required to conduct

business in Japan, the Amendments
now permit the registration of the
residence address of a Japan 
representative of the Foreign
Company in lieu of an actual branch
office address, which address will be
deemed to be the registered address
of the branch office of such Foreign
Company. What this means in 
practical terms is that a Foreign
Company is no longer required to
have an actual physical presence in
Japan in order to conduct the scope
of business previously requiring such
presence except through a Japan 
representative which every branch
office must have regardless of
whether the residence address of such
Japan representative or the address of
the actual branch office is used for
the registration.

Notification and Publication
Requirements to Close Branch
Office
Although the Amendments made it
easier for a Foreign Company to
establish a branch office in Japan, the
Amendments now require a Foreign
Company registered in Japan to notify
all of its known creditors and the
publication in the appropriate official
gazette (kanpo) of the pending 
resignation of its remaining Japan
representative(s) at least one (1)
month before the resignation(s) can
take effect, which must be accom-
plished before the registration to
close the branch office (heisa tohki)
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will be accepted for filing at the Legal
Affairs Bureau (homu kyoku) having
jurisdiction over such branch office.
During the one (1) month period, the
creditors of the Foreign Company
may raise objections to the resigna-
tion of the Japan representative(s).

Balance Sheet Disclosure
Requirement
In addition to the obligations to notify
creditors and undertake publication
before a branch office can be closed
as described above, the Amendments
to the JCC now also require a Foreign

Company that is an entity similar to a
corporation (kabushiki kaisha), which
is required to have a branch office in
Japan publicly disclose its balance
sheet each year as mandated by the
JCC for corporations incorporated in
Japan (kabushiki kaisha). The
Amendments to the YKL did not
impose similar disclosure require-
ments to Foreign Companies that are
similar to limited liability private com-
panies organized in Japan (yugen
kaisha) as those companies are not
required to make such disclosures in
Japan.

Conclusion
Although the Amendments now make
it easier for a Foreign Company to
establish and maintain a branch office
in Japan, the Amendments also
impose additional obligations on the
branch office. Transactions which
may require the establishment or the 
closure of a branch office in Japan
will now need to be planned and
structured to take into account the
additional obligations imposed by the
Amendments.
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